Release v1.0, February 9, 2017 Pack 1: Bonus dungeon Phoenix’s Den, and guest hero Caliana Asmadi.

The Phoenix’s Den is a new medium difficulty dungeon. It won’t go down without a fight...and then a second fight after it revives. Good luck!

Caliana Asmadi, mascot of Asmadi Games and one of the stars of our upcoming game Consequential, has decided that dungeoneering looks fun! As a faerie, she’s not so much bound by the normal human hero laws of “health” and “gravity”. If she’d take damage for any reason, she gets bored and leaves the dungeon instead!

Healing potions and items that give additional health have no effect on Caliana, but she can use other skills that prevent damage such as Dodge.

Whimsicality’s use is optional in 2P. You can place heart tokens on the skill to track how many damage have been converted during the turn. Remember that when the stairs are visible, damage converted to time may cause additional damage!